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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents an approach to integrate a robotics syst
em, RS-1, with 
a 3D geometric modelling system, CA TIA. 
The implemented prototype system is an effort towards 
filling the gap 
between the geometric modelling systems and robotics sy
stems, in ·order to 
increase the efficiency and productivity of the robot program
mer. 
There are three principal functions of the system: 
• Access to CAD/CAM data base to eliminate the redefi
nition of 
the geometric information for robot programming. 
• Relative positional data definitions to allow loosely 
structured 
robot environment. 
• High-level, operation-oriented extensions of th
e robot 
programming language, to reduce program development tim
e and the 
required skill level for programming. 
The developed system interfaces the CATIA geometric m
odelling system for 
acquisition of absolute geometric information from a part m
odel file. Through an 
interactive data base interface the user converts this absolu
te world model to a 
relatively defined model of the robot cell, by defining da
ta for objects, paths 
and other operations like palletizing or stacking. At t
his stage the data 
contained in the data base is not suitable for use directly 
by a robot, but can 
be converted to a format to be used by any robot wh
ich provides for the 
computationaf:.,power to perform the required transformatio
ns. The conversion 
to AML structures results in a data file, which can be tran
sferred to RS-1, and 
used. with the specially designed library routines, to p
erform object level 
. 
operations. 
~,, ... '. '.:... 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In todays manufacturing technology computers are used in every phase of 
manufacturing process, from product design to actual machining of the part or 
assembly processes. Software systems, providing aids -to the design, planning or 
execution of the manufacturing operatipns, increase the efficiency and 
productivity in the respective fields of the manufacturing processes. Although 
these systems become more powerful every day, the lack of a linkage between 
these systems prohibit further benefits like sharing the information resources for 
analysis, process planning, scheduling and shop floor programming. Today it is 
widely accepted, that disconnected and incompatible data bases of isolated 
automation systems have to be linked together for the integrated factory of the 
future. Computer integration of manufacturing processes means that all 
elements of manufacturing -design, fabrication, and assembly, process planning, 
quality assurance, material handling- are integrated under one complex software 
system. The main element in computer integration is the data base which 
contains all the information about the manufacturing process. 
In product design, Computer Aided Design systems allow the drawing and 
analysis tasks to be performed in a fraction of the time previously required and 
with greater accuracy. And benefits of CAD carry over into manufacturing 
planning and control. CAD/CAM systems decrease tool design, NC 
programming and planning times and speed up scheduling, quality assurance and 
material handling, by providing instantaneous and accurate information. 
As the role of robots increases in manufacturing, more efficient ways of 
programming techniques are becoming necessary, and CAD data bases become 
the primary candidate as data source for robot programming. 
2 
NC program generation from CAD data base is widely used today and 
this not only decreases the time required to develop the program, but also 
makes the verification of the program possible through graphic simulation. The 
programming procedure is carried out on the graphics terminal of a CAD/CAM 
system, using the same geometric data created during the computer-aided design 
process. The user constructs the tool path using high-level command to the 
system, and in many cases the tool path is generated automatically. The output 
from this process is a standard cutter location file, which can be postprocessed 
to generate the control sequence for a given NC machine. 
For the NC programming, CAD data base does not contain all the 
information necessary to describe the cutter path and machining sequence, but 
this data can easily be generated based on the existing information. Definition 
of points of interest, lines and curves, the tool has to follow to cut the part, 
can be done on the graphic screen, where the part is displayed, by simply 
pointing to the existing elements, thereby eliminating the analysis of the 
drawings and offset calculations. These functions will be done automatically by 
the computer eliminating the redefinition of the same geometric information. 
The same advantages can be achieved by using the CAD data for robot 
programming. When a robot program is considered to be defining the sequence 
of positions of the end-effector to perform a given task, it is not different than 
an NC program which defines the sequence of the cutter location to produce a 
given part. 
In spite of this similarity a robot program usually is more than a sequence 
of end-effector positions. 
3 
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2 ROBOT PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES 
The robot programming methods used today, can be divided into two 
categories: 
On-line programming 
- Off-line programming 
On-line programming involves the motion of the manipulator by the 
programmer, manually or by using a special control box. Lead-through method, 
in which the programmer manipulates the robot through the desired path, is 
most often used in applications requiring a continuous path description, such as 
spray painting. The program is recorded by sampling the robot joint locations 
several times a second, thus when played back, it results in a smooth, 
continuous motion. Another on-line programming method is to, use a control 
box to move the robot axes. In this method, usually only points are recorded, 
and intermediate positions are interpolated by the controller during playback. 
Although both methods lack the flexibility of a programming language, teach-
box method provides better editing, sensory interaction, speed/ acceleration 
control and simple decision making, compared to lead-trough method. 
Today's off-line programming systems use a combination of a language and 
the teach-box method. The programmer defines goal positions and other 
important points by using a teach-box, and then instructs the robot with a 
language to move to the defined points. The capabilities of robot programming I 
languages range from primitive motion languages, with limited computational 
power and program flow control structures, to fully structured computer 
languages, with complex motion control statements and communication support. 
It is desirable to have off-line programming languages which allow total 
4 
generation of the program for a task without the presence of the robot. The 
program should also be general purpose, such that it can run on any robot, 
after postprocessing, or even without postprocessing. 
In today's environment the second feature, general purpose language, seems 
impossible due to the lack of a standard in this area. There are virtually as 
many robot control languages as there are robots. 
The first desirable feature, programming a robot without the presence of 
the robot, though is already available from some CAD /CAM system vendors. 
Computer aided robot programming, which makes use of interactive graphics to 
define the robot, the parts it will manipulate, and the cell it will work in, has 
the potential for program verification, reach and collision studies, and cell layout 
planning. The disadvantage with this approach is, that it lacks the power of 
the programming language, which can interact with sensory information for 
adaptive control. 
The ideal programming method seems to be a combination of the most 
powerful features of all these programming methods. That is, the power of the 
language combined with the ease of data definition of the computer graphics. 
,. 
This thesis addresses IBM's robot control language AML, and the 
CAD/CAM system CATIA. The capabilities of these two systems are described 
in later sections. The purpose of this thesis is to expand AML 's capabilities to 
include task-oriented commands and to conceal low-level operation primitives like 
sensors and coordinate transformations from the user, and to communicate goal 
positions to AML from the geometric models of the parts and the robot cell 
layout in CATIA's data base. 
5 
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3 RS-1 AND AML 
The robot used in this work is an IBM 7510 robotics system. The major 
components of the system are illustrated in figure I. 
Figure 1: 
' PENDANT 8 
OPERATOR 
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ROBOT 
SOFTWARE 
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CONTROLLER 
Components of the robot system RS-1. 
The robot itself consists of three hydraulically driven, linear axes, which are 
arranged orthogonally. Those linear axes carry the wrist, which consists of three· 
rotary axes and a parallel motion gripper mechanism, all driven by hydraulic 
servo motors. The structure of the axes is shown in figure 2. 
The system is controlled by an IBM Series/I minicomputer. It has several 
special purpose hardware components for joint control, sensor input/output, and 
miscellaneous work station control. The standard data processing peripherals 
consist of keyboard, display terminal, printer, hard disk and diskette drive. A 
teleprocessing. attachment can be added for communication with a host 
! 
',' . 
computer. 
(a) 
~YAW 
Figure 2: Robot structure (a) linear axes 
(b) wrist and gripper. 
An operator console on the robot frame basically allows the hydraulic 
power supply to be started and stopped, or the motion of the robot suspended. 
Besides the conventional data terminal for operator interaction, there is a hand··=·· 
held control box, with binary switch buttons, and indicator lights. This device is 
usually used for manual teaching of positions. When the system command 
GUIDE is invoked, pairs of buttons on the pendant, control corresponding joints 
in opposing directions. The pendant buttons ~e software programmable, and can 
7 
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be used as an operator interface device in applications. 
3.1 PROGRAMMING IN AML 
The programming system of RS-1 is an interpreter-based language, AML ·· 
(A Manufacturing Language), which provides a highly interactive programming 
environment due to its interpretive nature, and all the computational facilities 
of 
a regular high-level programming language. AML language provides basic da
ta 
structures and operators for algebraic operations including vector and matr
ix 
manipulation, and control expressions for directing program flow. 
AML also . provides commands that define the basic functions for motion 
control, mathematical calculations, input/output, and operating system function
s. 
Those commands are system provided subroutines implemented in machi
ne 
language instead of AML. No distinction is made between the build-in routin
es 
and the user subroutines by the system. This nature of AML allo
ws 
development of subroutine libraries, which are transparent extensions of AM
L, 
and perform functions which are not included in build-in routines, but requir
ed 
for certain kinds of applications. 
One very useful subroutine of this kind is a centering grasp routine, which 
' . 
4, ........ 
is invoked like a regular system routine, and performs a controlled, centeri
ng 
grasp operation, where the force sensors are used to center the gripper and 
to 
control the grasping force. This ro11tine is too complicated to be written by 
an 
unexperienced user, but very understandable in its operation, and used in eve
ry 
application. Without the extensions of the language, programming in AM
L 
requires an expert computer programmer, who also has an understanding 
for 
robot applications. 
The functional transparency between user routines and system routines 
makes AML a perfect language
 to implement functional hierarc
hies. The user 
can invoke a sequence of compli
cated operations, by entering a s
ingle command. 
A simple example for this kind 
of user routine is PICK. Pickin
g an object is 
one of the most frequently used
 operations. Assuming that the 
necessary data 
about the object is already defined, the u
ser can simply command the rob
ot to 
pick the object, instead of commanding th
e robot to go through the sequen
ce of 
motions of picking an object. 
AML's basic commands permit 
motion control in joint coordinates, which
 
partially correspond to world c
oordinates due to RS-1 's orthog
onally arranged 
linear axes. If the gripper orien
tation is kept constant, the pro
grammer will be 
working in a cartesian coordina
te system consisting of X, Y an
d Z axes. The 
orientation of the gripper is de
fined by the three rotary joints. Thus, 
RS-1 
provides a more familiar program
ming environment, compared to 
an articulated 
arm robot structure, which cons
ists of up to six rotary joints. In such a s
ystem 
the programming language usual
ly provides conversion routines, o
r commands to 
enable motion control in world 
coordinates, or the programming
 is performed 
using on-line programming metho
ds. The AML command : 
MOVE(joints,goals) 
is used to move one or more 
joints to their respective goal positions 
in a 
coordinated way. At a given ti
me during the motion all the joints will
 have 
travelled the same percentage 
of the total required displacem
ent for each 
respective joint. 
Joint level mgtion commands 
combined with the GUIDE com
mand to 
define the required positions in
 the work · space, is the basic
 programming 
technique for RS-1. However 
this lacks the flexibility of reloc
ating the work 
9 
space, because it is programmed in absolute joint space. If the whole wor
k space 
was shifted in one direction, without any rotation, the c
hange in positions could 
be comp~nsated by adding an offset vector to X, Y, and Z 
components of each 
position recorded. But a rotation would invol
ve more complicated 
transformations on each recorded position. ~ 
Another disadvantage of teaching by showing is that it
 requires the robot 
to be out of production during program development, s
ince it is not purely off-
line programming. 
3.2 CARTESIAN MOTION 
Cartesian frames used to represent the robot position is
 an other approach 
in programming a robot. One advantage of programmin
g in cartesian frames is, 
that the humans are more familiar with cartesian space
 than they are with joint 
space, which is by the way different for each rob
ot structure. A second 
advantage is, that the frame representation of the rob
ot is independent of the 
robot structure. 
Figure 3 illustrates the cartesian frame .definition of 
the robot gripper. 
The frame consists of two portions. The first part g
ives the position of the 
gripper, the second part gives the orientation of the gri
pper. A cartesian frame 
motion command will cause the robot to move its joints in sucl1 a man
ner that 
the gripper will move to the position, and orientation 
given in the goal frame 
definition. 
The position part of a frame is a vector definition, to w
hich the gripper is 
to be moved. And orientation is defined as a rotation o
f the gripper frame with 
' '\_,, 
I respect to the robots base frahie. 
I 
Earlier versions of AML do not provide a transformati
on command which 
10 
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Figure 3: Cartesian frame defining gripper. 
converts a given goal frame to the desired joint positions. Attempts to create 
the transformation routines in AML, resulted in slow response due to the 
interpretive nature of the language. 1 The new version of AML provides sntem 
commands to perform the cartesian-to-joint coordinate conversion much faster, 
and with more flexibility. The flexibility is introduced by an optional tool tip 
offset parameter, which allows the manipulation of a translated tool tip instead 
of the fixed gripper frame. By combining the transformation commands with 
the joint level motion commands, one can easily create a . cartesian frame motion 
command library, which accept frames instead of joint positions . as goal 
descriptions. 
1Marc Ritland and David Karch, Report on Cartesian Frame Motion in AML, Lehigh University 
1983 
11 
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Describing the robot gripper positions in cartesian frames is easier, for off-
line programming. Figure 4 illustrates an example problem, which is almost 
impossible to program, in joint coordinates without the help of teaching by 
showing. Using cartesian frames, however red 11ces the problem to definition of a 
couple of vectors and rotations. 
z z 
Block 
Figure 4: 
Objects 
® 
® 
® 
Fixture 
X 
Sample problem 
® 
The problem in this sample is to program the robot to insert the four pegs into 
the four holes, on each face of the block. ~Position of each hole with respect to 
the frame BLOCK is given by simple vectors, and gripper orientation can easily 
be obtained by rotating the BLOCK frame around one of its axis by 90 
degrees. Where joint values for these positions and orientations are not 
impossible but very difficult to calculate. Furthermore the data generated for 
the problem in cartesian frames is valid for any robot, where the data generated · 
for joint positions is robot dependent. 
The geo~etric information for this sample problem can be obtained from 
.. 
the part drawings ·· or by physically measuring the locations on the part itself, 
12 
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'· 
but CAD systems where the part is already
 defined is a natural source for this 
kind of information. 
4 CAD DATA BASE FOR ROBOT PROG
RAMMING 
The geometric information a robot needs 
to have is, the position and 
orientation of the end-effector. This inform
ation can be easily obtained from a 
geometric modelling system. Points in the m
odel will correspond to positions of 
the robots gripper, and the axis system
s will define both position and 
orientation of the gripper. If the robot
/ is capable of moving in cartesian 
coordinates, this information can be directly
 used to program the robot. Figure 
5 illustrates a simple path description using
 frames. 
The program to trace this path will be : 
MOVE TO Fl 
MOVE TO F2 
MOVE TO F3 
MOVE TO F4 
MOVE TO F6 
Assuming that the data acquisition is
 performed through graphic 
interaction, selecting elements on a graphic
 screen, this approach can be called 
graphic programming. This is similar to
 on-line programming, except that a 
geometric model of the robot is used inste
ad of the robot itself. Although this 
approach eliminates the neetl for the prese
nce of the robot for programming, in 
contrast to on-line programming techni
ques, it lacks the power of the 
programming language, and the flexibility o
f adaptive behavior. The solution to 
~ 
this problem is to use the generated data 
in a powerful programming language, 
which makes use of sensors for simple decis
ion making, and for adapting to the 
environment. 
Another problem is that the user still has
 to move the robot iQstead of 
13 
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Path description 
commanding it to do operations like PICK. Picking a par
t involves a sequence 
of motions, the data for which can easily be obtained f
rom CAD da_ta base 
representation of the part. A grasp locat
ion, an approach path, and a 
departure path is the minimum information required to p
ick an object. This 
information is usually not in the data base. Complex
 algorithms can be 
developed to generate this data from the CAD data base
, or the information 
can be simply added to the data base using interactive grap
hics. 
~~ 
14 • 
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4.1 WORLD MODELING 
When the programming is done for a simple task, which involves only 
known positions and only limited decision making, it is not. necessary to 
represent the geometric structure of the environment. When the task to be 
programmed is a complicated assembly operation involving many parts, path 
definitions, fastening operations, the programmer has to visualize a great number 
of spatial relations, specify detailed motions, analyze sensory feedback. The 
complexity of the task will require the user to be an expert in computer' 
programming as well as in manipulator control. One approach to this problem is 
using a high level, assembly directed language. 
This however requires that the programming system understands the 
nature of the assembly world, in terms of its geometric and physical properties. 
The internal representation of the geometric information, such as the shape of 
the objects and their locations in the robot cell and physical information, such 
as stability and support relationships of the objects, attachment relationships 
which result in fastening operations, is called world modelling. The general 
concept of world modelling also includes dynamic tracking and recognition of 
changes in the geometric and physical states of the robot cell as a result of 
manipulator actions. 
The approach developed in this thesis is a programming level between 
manipulator level programming and world modelling.-.. The system uses a 
simplified, static world model to represent paths, objects, and simple tasks. The 
geometric data is obtained from a 3D geometric modeling system, representing 
the initial state of the robot cell. The user , than builds the world model, based 
on this geometric data, using an interactive data base inter.face. 
15 
4.2 CATIA SYSTEM 
CATIA ( Computer .. graphics Aided Three dimensional Interactive 
Applications) is a highly interactive 3D CAD /CAM system. Its interactive 
dialogue allows the construction of three dimensional objects. Its additional 
facilities provide for . manipulation and analysis of these entities. Machining 
instructions to drive an NC tool are automatically produced by the system. 
CATIA's base module provides 3D wire-frame geometry definition, 
manipulation and analysis capabilities for several geometric entities : point, line, 
curve, axis systems, transforms, and planes. Further modules can be added for 
surface definition, NC programming, polyhedral solids geometry, and kinematics 
capabilities. 
One very important feature of CA TIA is its geometry interface, which 
allows user written programs to access its data base. It allows the user to read 
existing models, transmit their geometric entities to any other program. Those 
entities are : point, line, curve, plane, surface, face, volume, axis system, 
transformation, text, constraint, circle, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola and 
polyhedron. 2 
,. 
The geometric entities the robot might use are points for defining positions 
and axis systems for defining orientations. 
discussed in another section. 
Possible use of other entities is 
Although CATIA permits access to its model data base, it does not permit 
graphic data acquisition, or user defined data entities for special purposes. This 
makes it impossible to define the relations between the data entities, which will 
2This list applies to the CATIA Release 2, Modification Level 2; later versions provide more enJities 
in geometric interface 
16 
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be used for robot programming, using the graphic screen. 
Using the interactive modules of CATI~, the user can create a 3D wire-
frame model of an object under consideration, to be used in robot programming. 
The object model itself usually does not have a grasping position, or an 
approach path associated at the begining. After the model is generated the 
second step is adding those elements, which are of importance for the robot 
program. At this stage all the geometric information for the robot program is 
d_efined, but not in a robot usable format. First of all CATIA defines all 
elements with respect to its own coordinate system. However the grasping 
position for example has to be defined with respect to the object frame in order 
to have the relativity discussed earlier. Figure 6 shows a hierarchical definition 
of relativity in a robot cell. 
In this example the pallet is defined with respect to the robot base frame, 
fixture in pallet frame, object in fixture frame and grasping position in object 
frame. Since CA TIA does not provide for a mechanism to define such a 
structure, a separate mechanism has to be developed to enable this and use the 
geometric information stored in CATIA models. 
5 ROBOT APPLICATION DATA BASE 
5.1 PURPOSE OF THE DATA BASE 
The robot data base is used as a link between a CAD /CAM system and 
the robot program. It does. not only store geometric information but, also 
contains information on relations between the elements. The relationship is 
"frames of references" for relative definition of data elements. 
The reason · behind this· approach, to define data elements in its own 
17 
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adding more translation modules will enable the data base to interface other 
robot languages. 
The ease of use is achieved by using a hierarchy of menus and a set of 
forms, which the user has to fill in, to define an element. References to existing 
. 
elements can be done by selecting names from a list of existing elements. 
When filling in the forms, which are illustrated in Appendix A, the system 
checks several types of errors that might occur. The creation of the hierarchical 
relations between elements is done bottom-up, such that next higher level is 
based on an already defined set of elements. Thus it is -necessary to check for 
every reference, whether it is defined or not, to avoid any breaks in the chain 
of definitions. It is also required to check the types of the elements, which 
build this chain in order to avoid non-sense data definitions. Error checking for 
data types and undefined elements is integrated into the form filling procedures, 
along with default values to assure data integrity and validity. 
6 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The system consists of three main modules : 
• Robot data base : Provides access to CAD database, contains 
modules for building higher level data structures, and for converting 
data into AML data structures. Resides on IBM 4341 mainframe, 
runs under CMS operating system. 
• Communication : Provides for file transfer between IBM 4341 and 
RS-1. Resides on RS-1, uses binary synchronous communication 
protocol. 
• AML command library : Contains the AML routines which use the 
transferred data structures. 
21 
6.1 CATIA INTERFACE 
In this thesis an object is modelled in a very simple way. As far as 
picking an object is concerned , the robot needs to ·have the following minimum 
geometric information. 
• Location and orientation of the object. 
• Approach path. 
• Grasping position [orientation is defined by objects orientation] 
• Departure path. 
Approach and departure paths, though not necessary, introduce a flexibility 
in to the pick operation. 
This geometric information, if not already existing, has to be added to the 
part model in CA TIA. The location and orientation of the object is defined by 
creating an axis system, associated with the part and the grasp location, 
approach and departure path are defined by points. During the pick operation, 
the orientation of the gripper frame will be kept constant and parallel to_ the 
' 
axis of the object frame. Thus the object frame has to be created carefully, 
since it defines also the orientation of the gripper during grasp operation. 
One additional geometric information about the object, which is optional, 
is a new TOOL TIP definition. The purpose and use of TOOL TIP is explained 
. 
later in the text. It is an other axis system associated with the object and 
defines an alternate position and orientation for the object. 
For the definition of a destination of the end-effector, the programmer has 
to generate (or use an_ existing) axis system to define the orientation and 
position. The user can also optionally define a relative destination location and 
approach path by creating· points for each. 
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A path, which is the sequence of positions of the gripper in space, can be 
defined by creating axis systems at each position of the gripper. 
All this geometric information, which 
• IS defined • In CATIA • using 
interactive graphics, is stored with respect to an absolute coordinate system .. ,, ..... 
The relative positions and relations between the axis systems and points has to 
be defined by the user using the geometric information from CA TIA and the 
mechanisms provided in robot data base module. 
The robot data base provides storage for three types of CATIA elements, 
points, axis systems and transforms. 
After creating the geometric elements, related to robot programming, the 
user can transfer all or selected elements to robot data base through the use of 
a menu driven interface module. 
CATIA associates an identifier with each element and this identifier may 
be modified during the data transfer to robot data base. The following rules 
apply for these changes: 
• Only the first eight characters of the original identifier is . considered, 
the rest is truncated. 
• Any blanks or non-alphanumeric characters are deleted. 
This operation is done to prevent waste of space and generate identifiers 
which confirm with naming conventions of AML. During the transfer, the 
original and modified identifiers will be displayed on the screen. 
The CATIA interface also provides modules for listing CATIA models, sets 
and identifiers. Appendix A illustrates the menus used in this module. 
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6.2 ROBOT DATA BASE 
This module serves as a link between the CAD system and the robot. 
This link is not to simply transmit positional data to the robot but also to 
define some relations bet.ween the raw geometric data, in order to generate data 
structures which not only define gripper position but higher level operations . 
.. 
The elements represented in the robot data base are: 
AXIS 
POINTS 
TRANSFORMS 
FRAMES 
LOCATIONS 
DESTINATIONS 
OBJECTS 
PATH 
PALLET 
STACK 
Def'ine the 
geometry 
Define the 
relations 
The elements transferred from CATIA describe the work environment of 
the robot, completely, such that if the parts modelled in CA TIA were placed in 
the robots work volume exactly the same way, the data can be used without 
modification. 
First problem is that the absolute reference frame of the cell defined in 
CATIA has to coincide with the base frame of the robot. Then all the parts, 
part holders, feeders have to be located exactly, which is not the most efficient 
way of building the robot environment. But most of the spatial relations 
between the geometrically defined elements will stay constant. For example the 
grasp location for an object will be the same with respect to its own coordinate 
system, or position and orientation of an object on a pallet will be the same 
with respect to the pallet. 
The robot data base is used to define the spatial relations between the 
relatively fixed elements, and to identify the "floating" reference frames. · 
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The termes "axis system" and "frame" are used for the same kind of 
geometric elements. Both define a position and an orientation. In the 
conventions of this thesis the term "axis system" is used for the elements in the 
·· CAD data base, which are defined in absolute relations, where "frame" is used 
for those elements, which are defined. relatively in the robot data base or in 
AML structures. 
6.2.1 FRAMES AND LOCATIONS 
After transferring the data types axis system and points from the ·CATIA 
part file, first thing to be done is to define frames, using the geometric data of 
axis systems. There are three ways to define a frame: 
• In absolute coordinates : The absolute location and orientation of the 
frame will be the same as the axis system it is associated with. 
• Floating frame : The exact position and orientation of the frame will 
be determined at the execution time using sensory information. An 
existing axis system will be associated with the floating frame, with 
respect to which other frames with fixed relations to the floating 
frame can be defined. 
• Relatively defined frames : In this case a transformation will be 
created which defines the spatial relation between the axis system of 
the reference frame and of the created frame. At execution time after 
determining the real time position and orientation of the reference 
frame, the relative frame will be transformed accordingly, to preserve 
the original relationship. 
The second set of robot data base elements are the LOCATIONs. In 
CA TIA points are represented by vectors from the absolute origin to the point. 
In the robot data base, LOCATIONS are associated with points, but are defined 
with respect to a refence frame. Thus the same point associated with two 
different LOCATIONs may result in two different vectors, if they are defined 
with respect to two different frames, as shown in figure 8. Each LOCATION is 
• 
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Figure 8: Definition of a LOCATION 
associated with a frame, such that the orientation of the gripper when 
positioned at a location will bf! defined by the orientation of this frame. Grasp 
location, approach and departure paths are examples of LOCATION data types. 
By defining the FRAMES and the LOCATIONs the user converts the 
absolute CA TIA model into a relatively defined model of the robot cell. The 
next step is to combine these elements into higher order data structures, such 
that data related to· operations are grouped under single entities. 
A PA TH is a higher order element, which links several frames to define 
the sequence of the positions, the robot has to go through, to follow a path in 
space. The advantage of linking several frames as one entity is that the 
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programmer wi11 ·· have only to command the robot to follow a path, instead of 
using a sequence of commands to describe the motion. 
A DESTINATION is used to describe the motion of the gripper, when 
moving to a certain position following an approach path. It consists of a 
destination FRAME, a LOCATION and an APPROACH path. Although the 
destination frame defines the grippers position and orientation completely, the 
optional location and approach path definitions introduce a certain flexibility. By 
modifying the location part the user can locally change the relative position of 
the goal, -leaving the orientation constant-, without modifying the refence frame. 
In most applications it is necessary to define an approach path in order to 
make sure that the gripper approaches the goal position from the right 
orientation with properly aligned end-effector or tool. Figure 9 illustrates the 
elements in DESTINATION data type. 
6.2.2 OBJECT DEFINITION AND TOOLTIP CONCEPT 
In the general application area of material handling, objects are the prime 
concern of the robot programmer. In such applications the programs consist of 
motion sequences, which pick and place several objects. The element type 
OBJECT in the robot data base defines the data related to picking and placing 
.(an object. Figure 10 shows a sample object and related data definitions. The 
position and orientation, which is also the grasping orientation, is defined by an 
OBJECT FRAME. With respect to this frame, a grasp location, a start of 
approach path and an end of departure path is defined. The non-geometric 
information included in the OBJECT definition is the grasping force and finger 
.. 
opening for approach and grasping. When · picking an object the PICK routine 
uses the force sensors in a centering grasp ·· routine. This program not only 
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centers the gripper on the the object but also squeezes the object by the given 
force. Another feature of the centering grasp routine is that it detects the 
absence of the object based on the sensory feedback. When the finger opening 
reaches the value given in the object definition without the force · reaching the 
given value, the routine stops with an error message. Besides these information 
related to picking the object, the OBJECT data element contains information, 
which might be useful when placing the object. A new TOOL TIP definition, 
which is a frame defined with respect to the OBJECT_FRAME, will replace 
the gripper frame after ·picking the object. The effect of the TOOL TIP is 
illustrated in figure 11. 
This figure shows a simple problem; placing the block to a certain goal 
position. If the block is grasped as shown at left, the programmer has to 
instruct the robot to move its gripper to position Dl. The destination for the 
middle block will be D2 and for the third one D3. Since the grasp position for 
each block is different, the gripper destination for each case has to be different, 
although the result, as far as the block is concerned, is the same. It is the 
programmers duty to calculate the necessary offset values, which would be a 
real burden if the grasp positions were not only translated but also rotated. 
The TOOL TIP concept is developed to conceal these calculations from the 
programmer. Instead of moving the gripper to a certain position such that the 
block is positioned correctly, the programmer should be able to instruct the 
robot to move the block to its destination. This can be achieved by associating 
an additional frame with the object picked. In the given example, although the 
grasp positions are different, the corner of the blocks marked with an axis 
' 
system will have to be moved to the destination frame in each case. This axis 
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system marking the corner is the new TOOL TIP to be used instead of the 
gripper frame. With the new TOOL TIP in effect, the frame positioned at a 
goal frame, DESTINATION in this example, will be this new TOOLTIP frame 
instead of the gripper frame. If the optional TOOL TIP definition is left to 
default, the gripper frame will stay in effect otherwise the PICK command will 
assign the new value to the TOOLTIP. The programmer can use the RELEASE 
command to restore the gripper frame or change it by assigning a new value to 
the TOOL TIP. 
There are two additional data types in the robot data base, which describe 
operations on organized sets of objects. Data type PALLET is used to define 
data related to palletizing and depalletizing operations. It contains a frame 
definition for position and orientation of the pallet itself. The objects on the 
pallet are organized in rows and columns. In a pallet the rows are parallel to 
the X-axis of the pallet frame, and columns are parallel to the Y-axis. One 
object, assumed to be at the position row one and column one, is defined with 
respect to the pallet frame. The PALLET data type also contains information 
on the numbers of rows and columns and distances between them. 
The other organized set of objects represented in the data base is a 
STACk, where objects are organized in one dimension, usually in vertical 
direction. Similar to PALLET, ST ACK contains information about the first 
object at the bottom of the stack, number of the objects and their h~ights. 
l 
The definition process of the data base elements is menu driven and forms 
are displayed on the screen, which the user has to fill in. Where appropriate 
the user has the options of selecting from a list of.· existing elements, using 
default values or null elements. Error checking on data types and non-existing 
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elements is integrated in to the procedure to ensure correct results and to ease 
the use of the system. The menus and forms are illustrated in Appendix 
I. After completing the definition, the information in the data base can be saved 
and converted to AML data structures for downloading to RS-1. 
6.3 TRANSFER AND USE OF DATA 
The data stored in the robot data base is not in a format suitable for use 
by RS-1. The relations between data items are indicated by links but have to 
be resolved, according to the real layout of the robot cell using some kind of 
sensory feedback. Due to AMLs powerful and expression oriented nature, 
resolving the relations can be done during the loading of data to the AMLs 
workspace. A conversion module translates the information in the data base to 
AML data structures, with imbedded calibration and transformation operations. 
The output is an AML loadable data file, which can be transferred to RS-1 by 
a communication routine provided by the system. 
The communication routine is a system command, which performs file 
transfer between RS-I and a host computer. Since the communication is batch 
oriented, on demand communication with a host is not provided, only 
downloading of data file is possible. This prohibits a real time communication 
with the data base for updating the data base according the feedback from 
RS-I. 
Figure 12 illustrates the communication link between the RS-1 and the 
IBM 4341 main frame on which the CATIA system and the robot data base 
reside. Due to hardware problems in the modem section of the communication 
link data transfer between the 4341 and the RS-1, could not be realized. Until 
this problem is solved, the data transfer is done manually by typing in the data 
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from a print out, or data is generated using on-line methods by utility routines 
designed for this purpose. 
Frames, left undefined in the data base, need to be located in robot work 
cell, using feedback, before loading the frames which use these frames as base 
frame. SETUP routine, which uses the LED beam sensor to detect the tips of 
two posts, is used to establish these "floating" frames. The frames with fixed 
relations to these "floating" frames are then defined by applying their respective 
transformations. Thus when the data file is loaded every frame in the data file 
will be defined with respect to the robots reference frame. 
At this stage the library routines designed for these data structures can be 
used besides the regular AML commands and expressions to program the robot. 
AML provides two transformation routines for converting joint coordinates to 
cartesian coordinates . and • visa versa. BOXTRANS routine returns a 
transformation which represents the current position and orientation of a 
cartesian frame, named TOOL, with respect to the robots BASE frame. The 
BASE frame is defined as the TOOL frame, when the robot joints are at: 
JX - o.o 
.rt 
-
o.o 
JZ 
-
0.0 
.JW - o.o 
JP = o.o 
JR - -46.0 
-
TOOL frame is located at the robot wrist, where the axis of the two 
rotary joints roll and pitch intersect. Its orientation is defined by the positions 
of the three rotary joints. Y-Axis of TOOL is parallel to a line from one finger 
to the other, and Z-Axis parallel to the fingers. An optional parameter can be 
specified in BOXTRANS command to translate the TOOL frame by a vector, 
such that the returned transformation will be translated accordingly. 
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TRANSBOX routine is the inverse of BOXTRANS, and retu
rns the joint 
' 
values, required to overlap the TOOL, or optionally th
e translated TOOL frame, 
with a given cartesian frame definition. 
The frame FINGERS is the translated TOOL fram
e, such that it is 
located at the finger tips, instead of the robots wrist. 
TOOL TIP frame is defined by the user or by a pick 
operation and defines 
a transformation from the TOOL frame, such 
that a rotation besides 
transformation of TOOL frame is possible. 
The relations between TOOL, FINGERS, and TOO
LTIP are shown in 
figure 13. 
In the AML command library there are tw
o cartesian motion 
commands,GO and DGO, corresponding to joint level system motion
 command 
MOVE and DMOVE. 
GO command accepts a frame definition as param
eter, and executes a 
MOVE command to overlap the current TOOL TIP 
definition with the given 
cartesian frame. It first transforms the given fram
e by the inverse of the 
TOOL TIP definition to find the cartesian frame, to w
hich the TOOL frame has 
to be taken to overlap TOOL TIP with the gi
ven frame. Then calls 
TRANSBOX routine to find the joint positions required for the m
otion and 
,,,. 
executes a MOVE command with these joint values. There are thre
e optional 
parameters, to define the finger 
• 
opening, sensors to be monitored, and 
speed/acceleration to be used. The default for finger
 opening is no-change, and 
the other two parameters are directly passed to the M
OVE command. 
DGO is used to move the robots linear axis in such 
a way that the result 
is motion of the TOOL TIP along . a vector in TOOL
 TIP frame. It accepts a 
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TOOL/FINGERS /TOOL TIP 
vector as parameter, and transforms it to a vector with respect to robots BASE 
frame, which corresponds to an incremental motion in the robots linear joints. 
Then a DMOVE for the X, Y, and Z joints is executed with these values. The 
two optional parameters, sensors to be monitored and control parameters to be 
used are directly passed to the DMOVE command. 
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6.4 HIGHER LEVEL LIBRARY COMMANDS 
The commands in the library are designed to execute in a hierarchical 
structure. GO, DGO and the system supplied command CGRASP are in the 
lowest level of the robot independent portion of this hierarchy. The robot 
independence is in the sense that the data these routines use, is not robot 
specific, but in cartesian coordinates, which can be transformed for use in other 
robots. The library is however implemented in AML, which is the language for 
RS-I, and would not run on any other system. The execution hierarchy of the 
commands is illustrated in figure 14. 
At the next higher level there are tl1ree operation oriented commands: 
PICK, TOOL TO, and VIA. PICK command uses the data type OBJECT as 
parameter. ·A second optional parameter, NO_OBJECT, is a label to which the 
execution branches if the object is not found. The expansion of the PICK 
command is shown in figure 15. 
The result of the PICK command is a four phase motion. First phase is 
positioning the gripper at the start of the approach path, aligning the gripper 
frame axes with the axes of the object frame and opening the fingers to the 
approach value. Then the gripper will be moved to the grasp location keeping 
the gripper orientation constant. The third phase is grasping the object with 
the given force value. This is done by the system supplied command CGRASP. 
If the object is found the execution continues with fourth phase, departure, and 
a new TOOLTIP value is assigned, if defined in the OBJECT data. If the 
object is not found the control will branch to the label defined in the 
t. . 
, .. ~...... -~ 
' . .,.~, ·, II.'' ' 
NO_ OBJECT parameter. If this parameter is not defined execution will stop 
with an error message. 
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I 
The TOOLTO command accepts DESTINATION data type as parameter. 
It is used to move the tooltip to a given location in the destination frame, 
through an approach path. The TOOL TIP will be first positioned at the start 
of the approach path defined in the DESTINATION data. The axes of the 
TOOL TIP frame will be aligned· with the axes of the destination frame. If the 
optional finger opening parameter is used the fingers will be opened to the given 
value, otherwise the finger opening will not change. The second phase of the 
command is an incremental move to the LOCATION part of the destination 
data. Another optional parameter, the monitors to be activated, is used in this 
phase. The given monitors will be activated and if a monitor trips the motion 
will stop and execution will continue with the statement given in the monitor 
definition. 
VIA command is developed to be used with PA TH data type. It will 
move the TOOL TIP through the frames in the PATH definition. VIA can be 
used in two ways: 
1. Stand alone. 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
VIA(PATB_l); 
TOOLTO(DESTINATION_l); 
2. Within a command. 
• • • • • 
TOOLTO(DESTINATION 1,,,VIA(PATB 1) ); 
- -
• • • • • 
The result will be the same in both cases. The TOOL TIP will move 
through the PATH before executing the TOOL TO command. This is due to the 
fact that AML interpreter first evaluates the parameters of a subroutine call, 
thus if used within a command VIA will execute first. The second option may 
be preferable because it results :n a more readable statement. 
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The next higher level of the co,nmand library has four commands related 
to the data types PALLET and ST ACK. ·p ALLETIZE is a sophisticated 
TOOL TO command, which keeps track of the next available free space on the 
pallet. It has two parameters, a PALLET NAME and an optional label 
I 
parameter to be used when the pallet is full. This command first creates a 
DESTINATION at the next free space on the pallet, then updates the row and 
column numbers. If the pallet is full, the execution branches to the label 
passed as a parameter. If no label is specified execution stops .1Yith an error 
message. After creating the DESTINATION a TOOLTO this destination 
command is invoked, which places the object onto the pallet. Then a RELEASE 
command opens the fingers and restores the TOOL TIP to to FINGERS. 
DEP ALLETIZE command results in a reverse action of the PALLETIZE 
command. It picks up the next object. from the pallet. An optional 
PALLET_EMPTY label parameter can be specified, to be branched to, if the 
pallet is empty. When the object can not be found although the pallet is not 
~mpty, the command tries to pick up an object from the next spot on the 
pallet. 
STACK and UNSTACK are similar to PALLETIZE and DEPALLETIZE. 
The difference is that ... these commands use the data type STACK, which is 
actually a one dimensional pallet. 
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6.5 UTILITY ROUTINES 
The data transferred from CA TIA data base represents the robot cell in 
its ideal or supposed positions, where at application time it is often required to 
update this data, according to the real environment. Without the proper utility 
routines this process is, very difficult, and often subject to errors. Therefore 
some routines are developed to aid the programmer to redefine data structures 
and to save them on a file for permanent storage. 
WHERE routine for example returns an aggregate defining the TOOLTIP 
position and orientation in absolute coordinates. If a frame is to be defined 
with respect to an other frame, the geometric relationship between two frames, 
can be obtained by using TRANSFORMATION routine. The LOCATION 
routine returns the vector from the origin of a given· frame to the origin of the 
current TOOLTIP definition. Figure 16 shows the relations for these routines. 
In this example WHERE routine returns the value for TRANSFORMATI0N2. 
LOCATION, if called without any parameter, will assume the default frame, 
BASE, and return VECTOR!. LOCATION(FRAME2) will return VECTOR2 
and LOCATION(FRAMEl) will return VECTOR3. The call 
TRANSFORMATION (FRAME2,FRAME1) 
will return the transformation value to be applied to FRAME2 to obtain 
FRAMEl, which is TRANSFORMATION! in figure 16. 
TRANSLATE routine can be used to shift a frame by a vector, defined 
with respect to itself. Or the three rotation routines, XROT ATE, YROT ATE, 
and ZROT ATE can be used to rotate a frame around one of · its axes. 
TRANSFORM routine is available, if a translation and a rotation is to be 
applied to a frame. It returns a frame definition which is the result of applying 
·, 
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a transformation to a given frame. Figure 17 illustrates the results of these 
routines. In this example the call 
TRANSFORM ( BASE, TRANSFORMATION_ 1 ) 
will give FRAMEl marked with X, Y and Z. 
TRANSLATE ( FRAMEl, TRANSLATION_! ) 
will result in FRAME2, and 
ZROTATE ( FRAMEl, 10) 
will give the frame marked with X' Y' and Z· 
' ' 
YROTATE ( FRAMEl, 15) 
will give the frame marked with X"', Y and Z"' . 
C 
The GUIDE system command is used to control the joints of the robot 
with a teach pendant. Moving the gripper in TOOL TIP coordinates, which is 
different from the system base frame is difficult because it involves coordinated 
motion of up to three joints at a time to move the gripper along a straight 
line. TGUIDE library command is used to eliminate this problem. It moves the 
TOOL TIP along its axes, instead of the absolute X, Y, and Z axes. If used 
without any parameter its motion will be along the current TOOLTIP axes. If 
a frame is used as parameter it first alignes the TOOLTIP axes with the axes 
of the given frame, and the motions than will be along the axes of the given 
frame. 
Once the data is updated as required, an other problem is to save it on a 
file for permanent storage. AML originally does not have such a command, 
which saves aggregates on a file for reloading. SA VE command, which accepts a 
string as parameter, writes the information stored in an aggregate to a file. 
The string parameter is the name of the aggregate, and the data is saved under 
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that name, on a file named "####SA VE". The aggregate to be saved can be 
of any length and structure. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
Th~ purpose of this thesis was to expand a robot control language, AML 
in this case, to include task level commands, which work with data received 
from a 3D geometric modelling system, CA TIA. 
,,---·---
/ 
The benefits of the proposed approach include: 
• Increased productivity. Many hours of data definition for the robot 
program will be . reduced drastically. Detailed programming effort~ will 
not be necessary to describe low level motions. 
• Reduced skill level of programming. High level commands, cartesian 
frame definitions and transformations are transparent to the user. 
• Elimination of redefined information. Data defined at design level is 
used for robot programming. 
• Ease of use. Menu driven form oriented data definition makes the 
CAD interface use·r friendly. 
• Elimination of the need for strictly structured robot cell. Relative 
positional data allows relocation of the work cell effectively and 
easily. 
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8 SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK 
The work presented in this thesis is complete in the sense that it is a 
working prototype. There are several shortcomings of the existing system, 
which can be improved, and there are unlimited areas to be explored to achieve 
a real integration of CAD /CAM systems with robotics. 
One obvious improvement to the system • 1s, integrating the robot 
application data base in to the CA TIA system, for graphic interaction instead of 
the current data base interface. 
Another possible future work might be, adding more feature descriptions 
for the data type OBJECT. In the current implementation the • • m1n1mum 
necessary information about an object is supplied for the robot program. 
Further information about an object might be geometric data such as surface 
information, or physical such as mass, inertia and volume or mechanisms to 
define relations between objects. 
Another area open for improvement is to use more feedback from the 
sensors in the existing routines, for adaptive behavior and better error detection 
and recovery. 
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Appendix A 
MENUS AND FORMS 
MAIN MENU 
PFOl ====> CATIA DATA BASE 
PF02 ====> ROBOT DATA BASE 
PF03 ====> CONVERT TO AML STRUCTURES 
PF04 ====> EXIT 
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CATIA DATA BASE 
PFOl ====> LIST CATIA ELEMENTS 
PF02 ====> STEP THROUGH CATIA ELEMENTS 
PF03 ====> READ CATIA ELEMENTS TO ROBOT DATA BASE 
PF04 ===> RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
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ROBOT DATA BASE 
PFOl ====> LIST ROBOT DATA BASE ELEMENTS 
PF02 ====> STEP THROUGH ROBOT DATA BASE ELEMENTS 
PF03 ====> BUILD ROBOT DATA BASE ELEMENTS 
PF04 ====> RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
-54 -
ROBOT DATA BASE / BUILD 
PFOl ====> POINTS 
PF02 ====> AXIS SYSTEMS 
PF03 ====> TRANSFORMATIONS 
PF04 ====> FRAMES 
PF05 ====> LOCATIONS 
PF06 ====> DESTINATIONS 
PF07 ====> OBJECTS 
PF08 ====> PALLETS 
PF09 ====> STACKS 
PFlO ====> PATHS 
PFll ====> RETURN TO ROBOT DATA BASE MENU 
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ROBOT DATA BASE / STEP THROUGH ELEMENTS 
PFOl ===> RETURN TO ROBOT DATA BASE ELEMENT 
PF02 ===> GO BACKWARDS TO PREVIOUS ELEMENT 
PF03 ===> GO FORWARDS TO NEXT ELEMENT 
PF04 ===> DISPLAY THIS MENU 
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ROBOT DATA BASE/ BUILD ELEMENTS 
PFOl ===> FRAME 
PF02 ===> LOCATION 
PF03 ===> DESTINATION 
PF04 ===> OBJECT 
PF05 ===> PALLET 
PF06 ===> ST ACK 
PF07 ==> PATH 
PF08 ==> RETURN TO ROBOT DATA BASE MENU 
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ROBOT DATA BASE/ BUILD / LOCATION 
LOCATION NAME: ....................... . 
REFERENCE FRAME: ..................... . 
POINT NAME: .......................... . 
PFll ====> DEFAULT VALUES 
PF12 ===> SELECT FROM EXISTING ELEMENTS 
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ROBOT DATA BASE / BUILD / FRAME 
FRAME NAME: ........................... . 
AXIS SYSTEM: .......................... . 
REFERENCE FRAME: ...................... . 
PFll ====> DEFAULT VALUES 
PF12 ====> SELECT FROM EXISTING ELEMENTS 
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ROBOT DATA BASE / BUILD / DESTINATION 
DESTINATION NAME: ........................... . 
DESTINATION FRAME: ......................... . 
REFERENCE FRAME: ........................... . 
DESTINATION LOCATION: ...................... . 
APPROACH LOCATION: ......................... . 
PFll ====> DEFAULT VALUES 
PF12 ====> SELECT FROM EXISTING ELEMENTS 
. 
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ROBOT DATA BASE / BUILD / OBJECT 
OBJECT NAME: ........................... . 
OBJECT FRAME: .......................... . 
REFERENCE FRAME: ....................... . 
GRASP LOCATION: ........................ . 
APPROACH LOCATION: .....................• 
DEPART LOCATION: ....................... . 
FINGER OPENING: ........................ . 
GRASPING FORCE: ..... ~··················· 
NEW TOOL TIP: .......................... . 
PFll ====> DEFAULT VALUES 
PF12 ====> SELECT FROM EXISTING ELEMENTS 
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/ 
ROBOT DATA BASE / BUILD / PALLET 
PAL LET NAME: ............................ . 
PAL LET FRAME: ........................... . 
OBJECT NAME: ............................ . 
NUMBER OF COLUMNS: ...................... . 
NUMBER OF ROWS: ......................... . 
DISTANCE BETWEEN COLUMNS: ............... . 
DISTANCE BETWEEN ROWS: .................. . 
PFll ====> DEFAULT VALUES 
PF12 ====> SELECT FROM EXISTING ELEMENTS 
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ROBOT DATA BASE / BUILD / STACK 
ST ACK NAME: ............................ . 
STACK FRAME: ........................... . 
OBJECT NAME: ........................... . 
HEIGHT OF OBJECTS: ..................... . 
NUMBER OF OBJECTS: ..................... . 
PFll ====> DEFAULT VALUES 
PF12 ====> SELECT FROM EXISTING ELEMENTS 
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ROBOT DATA BASE / BUILD / PATH 
PATH NAME: ............................ . 
PATH FRAME 1: ......................... . 
PATH FRAME 2: ......................... . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
PATH FRAME N: ......................... . 
PFll ==> DEFAULT VALUES 
PF12 ==> SELECT FROM EXISTING ELEMENTS 
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Appendix B 
LIBRARY ROUTINES 
The routines written to support the usage of the described data and the 
definition of data by teaching are gathered on an AML file named "TOOLLIB", 
and can be used after loading the file, like library routines. This file contains 
besides the subroutines, some data definitions, which might be necessary when 
using this library. The following sections describe these definitions and the 
complete syntax for subroutine calls. 
B.1 DATA DEFINITIONS 
FINGERS : is the TOOLTIP definition, which locates it at the finger 
tips ( at the LED openings ), axes aligned with the TOOL frame axes. 
TOOLTIP : is the aggregate used by all the library routines, to define 
the current tooltip frame. TOOL TIP is automatically changed by PICK and 
RELEASE routines. 
UNITY : is an aggregate defining a zero transformation. It can be used 
to represent the robots base frame. UNITY is used in some routines as the 
default value for undefined parameters. 
FINGER OFFSET : is a real value used internally in PICK command, 
to define the offset for finger opening, when using alternate fingers. It will be 
added to the specified finger opening value in OBJECT definition to compensate 
for the effect of the alternate fingers. 
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B.2 TOOL LIBRARY ROUTINES 
GO( FRAME,finger opening,monset,contrl) 
-
DGO( VECTOR,monset,contrl) 
TOOLTO(DESTINATION,fmger _ opening,monset,cntrl) 
PICK(OBJECT,no object) 
-
P ALLETIZE(P ALLET NAME,pallet full) 
- -
DEP ALLETIZE(P ALLET NAME,pallet empty) 
- -
STACK(STACK NAME,stack full) 
- -
UNSTACK(STACK NAME,stack empty) 
- -
RELEASE( object) 
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B.3 UTILITY ROUTINES 
The purpose of these routines are explained in section 6.5, the complete 
syntax of these routines are given below: 
WHERE 
TRANSFORMATION(FRAME1,FRAME2) 
LOCATION(frame) 
XROTATE(FRAME, DEGREES) 
YROTATE(FRAME, DEGREES ) 
ZROTATE(FRAME, DEGREES ) 
TRANSFORM(FRAME, TRANS) 
TRANSLATE(FRAME,VECTOR) 
TGUIDE(frame) 
. SETUP(message) 
SA VE(IDENTIFIER) 
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Appendix C 
AML DATA FILE CONTENTS 
The generated AML data file contains the following data types, and 
structures : 
--POINT 
POINT NAME: NEW 3 of REAL; 
--AXIS SYSTEM 
AXIS NAME: NEW< 3 of REAL. 3 of 3 of REAL> · 
, ' 
--TRANSFORMATION 
: NEW< 3 of REAL, 3 of 3 of REAL>; 
--FRAME 
: NEW TRANSFORM(FRAME_NAVE, --ref. frame 
TRANS_NAVE);--trans. from 
--ref. frame 
--LOCATION 
LOCATION NAME: NEW 3 of REAL; 
--DESTINATION 
--OBJECT 
REAL, 
TRANS 
--PALLET 
REAL, 
INT, 
INT>; 
--STACK 
• 
' 
--destination frame 
--approach It 
--final positions 
--9bject frame 
--grasp location 
--approach and 
--depart positions 
-~finger opening for 
--approach and grasp 
--grasp force 
--TOOLTIP definition 
--pallet frame 
--object on pallet 
--# of rows 
--# of columns 
--distance between 
--columns 
--distance between 
--rows 
--current column 
--current row 
--stack frame 
--object in stack 
--max.# ol objects 
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• 
--PATH 
REAL, 
INT>; 
PATH NAME: NEW <FRAME_NAMEl, 
••• 
• • • 
FRAME > ; 
--height of objects 
--current# of 
--objects in stack 
--first element in path 
--nth element in path 
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